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Abstract. The main result in this note is that the connection
form with respect to frames in the orthonormal frame bundle for
a left invariant Riemannian metric g on SU(2) becomes a Yang-
Millsconnectionif and only if g is bi-invariant.
1. Introduction and statement of results
To find Yang-Mills connections in a principal fibre bundle is important. In
this paper, we get necessary and sufficientconditions for the connection form
in the orthonormal frame bundle on SU(2) with respect to an arbitrary given
left invariant Riemannian metric to be a Yang-Mills connection. We get the
following main Theorem and Corollary.
Theorem. Let g be left invariant Rimannian metric on SU(2). Then the
connection form in the orthonormal frame bundle defined by the Levi-Civita
connection of g becomes a Yang-Mills connection if and only if g is bi-invariant.
Corollary. The connectionin the above Theorem is a Yang-Mills connec-
tionif and only if the Lie group SU(2) with a left invariant Riemmannian
metric g is a space of constantcurvature.
2. The proof of the main theorem
Let G denote the Lie group SU(2). Let the Lie algebra of allleftinvariant
vector fields on SU(2) denote g. The Killing form B of g satisfiesB(X, Y)=
4 Trace(XY), (X, Fsg). We define an inner product < , >0 on g by
(1) <,>0:=-B(X,Y), (X,Y<=t).
The following Lemma is known (cf. [4, p. 154]).
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Lemma 1. Let g be an arbitrary given left invariant Riemannian metric on
G. Let < , > be an inner product on g defined by (X, Y} :―ge{Xe, Ye), where
X, Feg and e is the identity matrix of G. Then there exists an orthonormal
basis(Xu X2) X3) of g with respect to < , >0 such that
[xlt x2-]=a/v~2)xs, [z2, xs-]=a/vY)x1,
(2) _
[Z3, X1]=(1/V2)Z2, <XU Xj>=dtia＼,
where ait(*=1, 2, 3), are positive constant real numbers determined by the given
left invariant Riemannian metric g of G.
The connection function a on gXg corresponding to the left invariant Rie-
manian connection of (G, g) is given as follows (cf. [3, p. 52]):
f a(X, Y)=1/2[X, Y^ + U(X, Y), (X, Feg),
(3)
I <X,Y>:=ge(Xe,Ye),
where U(X, Y) is determined by
(4) 2<U(X, Y), Z>=<[Z, XI, Y}+<X, [Z, F]>, (X, Y, Zeg).
Now, putting rx :=2y/~2X1, Y2 :=2VTX2, and Ys :=2VllX3 for the orthonormal
basis (Xu X2, Xs) with respect to < , >0 in Lemma 1, we have the following:
f ＼YU F2]-2F3) [Y2> y,]=2rlf [F3, Y{]=2Y2>
(5)
I (Vi, V2, Vs): orthonomal frame fieldson (G, g),
where V4 :=Xt/at, (i=l, 2, 3).
Using (4) and (5), we get
Lemma 2.
' U{YU Y1)=U(Xl, Y2)=U(YS, ys)=0,
U(Y1,Yt)=(aii-a1i)a3-sYi,
(6)
U(Y2, r3)=(a32-a22)ar2F1,
U{Ys,Yx)={aS-a3*)a2-*Y2.
The connection function a on gXg which is corresponding to a given left in-
variant Riemannian connection of (G, g) is uniquely expressed as
(7) a{Vu Vj)=^knjVk, {i,; = 1, 2, 3).
Let (01, d2, 0s) be the dual 1-forms to the orthonormal frame basis (Vu V2, Vs).
Then, the connection form w and the curvature form Q with respect to frames
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in the orthonormal frame bundle of (G, g) are defined as follows
(8) a>j=22-iW,
(9) 0j=2*.I0l(a(y*, afylt Vj))-a{Vl> a(Vk, Vj))-a([_Vk, V{], Vj))dkAOl
From (3),(4),(7) and Lemma 2, the non-zero terms of Fjk are
(10)
ri23=-ri1=(a3*+a12-a22)/2V2ala2aS)
rt1=-nz=(a1*+az2-az2)/2VTa1a2a3>
ri2=-rh=-(as2+a22-a12)/2VYa1a2a,.
Using (7)-(10), we get
(11)
(12)
0)1=0)1=0)3=0,
(a32+ai2-a2z)
Q)2――Q)i――o ,-n- a
(c12-a22-a32)
ZV Z aia2as 2V 2 a1azas
iJ2 id l
iJ 3= ~~ ae i==
ii 3^ ii2―~
-3Q34+2(a12+Q22)fl32+(Qi2-Q22)2
8(Gia2a3)2
-3Q24+2(a12+Q32)fl22+(Qi2-fl32)2
8(aia2a3)2
-3Q14+2(Q22+a32)fl12+(Q22-fl32)2
8(a1a2a3)2
Q＼=Qt=Ql=O
6lAd＼
d'AO3,
d2Ad＼
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We denote (VvflXVj, Vt), <o(Vj) and Q{Vh Vt) by lkQjU a>jand QJit res-
pectively. The connection in (8) is a Yang-Mills connection (cf. [1, p. 107]) if
and onlv if
(13)
We put
(14)
(3≪,0)(7i)=-IUV,0≪+[>,, £≪])=0, (/=!, 2, 3)
I
(da,QXV1)= : (b(1)j), {5mQ)(Vz)= : (6(2)j), and
{8aQXVi)=: (bw{), (i, j=l,2,3).
From (7) and (10)-(14), the non-zero terms of (b(1)}),(6(2)j)and (&≪>))are
(15) /7(1)l=-6(1)l=c-1(2a16-a14a22-a14a32-a26+G24G32+a22a34-C36),
(16) b(2)l=-b(2A=c-＼2a26-a2ia3z-a12a,i-a36+a12a34+a1ia32-a16),
(17) &(3)l=-6(3)f=c-1(2a36-a12a34-G22fl34-ai6+ai4a22+G12a24-a26),
where c=AV2(a1a2as)2.
Hence, positive numbers au a2 and a3 satisfy (15)=(16)=(17)=0 if and only
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if o) in (8) is a Yang-Mills connection. Moreover, positive numbers au a2 and
a3 satisfy(15)=(16)―(17)=0 if and only if a1= a2=as. Thus, the proof of the
main theorem is completed.
On the other hand, using (12) and the main Theorem, we get the Corollary.
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